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Modern law firms need streamlined financial management and
clients increasingly want the flexibility of paying online by credit
card or eCheck. Now with the seamless integration between
Orion and LawPay, effective solutions can be found for both
needs.
Using the combined power of Orion ePay and LawPay, firms can
be more profitable, improving cash flow while speeding-up their
collection time. In addition, financial tasks can be done more
accurately and securely which has both internal and external
benefits for the firm. Here are just a few reasons why firms choose
to accept credit cards and eChecks from their clients:

Ease of Use
•

Orion ePay™ – The Orion-generated payment link can be added to invoices, cover sheets, reminder statements, and email
templates for Orion’s Email Bill Delivery and Orion’s AR Collections Manager. In addition, client payments and trust
deposits can be imported/processed at a click-of-a-button from Orion’s AR Manager.

•

Client Initiated Online Payments – LawPay creates and hosts a secure
payment page that can be used to easily take payments online. Each page is
customizable and can be used to run in-office charges or can be linked to the
firm’s website for simple, seamless payments.

•

LawPay Mobile App & Swipe Tools – Setup an iPad LawPay’s Mobile App
to allow your receptionist or attorney to enter the dollar amount and card
number or use the LawPay mobile swiper to quickly and securely capture
client’s card information.

“Orion’s software has proved to
be an asset to our firm. Orion has
continued to advance the available
features and functionality throughout
the years. I was impressed with the
addition of Orion ePay powered by
LawPay, which immediately allowed
our firm to reduce steps in processing
client payments via bankcard and
eCheck. It adds to the security of our
clients’ information, gives them more
flexibility when making payments,
and also gives us complete visibility
over our daily bankcard/eCheck
transactions. Both Orion and LawPay
have phenomenal customer service and
I would recommend this new feature to
others. Orion is becoming a one-stop-

The Orion-generated payment link for LawPay allows client payments to seamlessly apply to the
proper invoice, eliminating the hassle of identifying the proper Client, Matter and Invoice.

shop software program for law firms.”

Julie Pavel
CPA, CGMA, Director of Finance
Orion Law Management Systems • 1-800-305-5867 • www.orionlaw.com

Gordon, Thomas, Honeywell, LLP
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LawPay was developed specifically for the legal industry,
providing law firms with a simple way to accept online credit
card and eCheck payments from clients. Over the past 15 years
LawPay has built a reputation as the go-to payment solution for
firms of all sizes and the only payment technology vetted and
approved by all 50 state bars, more than 60 local and specialty
bars, the American Bar Association, and the Association of Legal
Administrators.

LawPay Enterprise Features

Easier, Faster Payments

PCI Level 1 Security

ABA and IOLTA Compliance

Integrated eCheck Payments

Send and accept client payments
with a click. Firms that accept online
payments are paid significantly
faster compared to traditional
methods, often within minutes of a
bill being sent.

Through LawPay’s system’s end-toend encryption and tokenization
that exceeds PCI Level 1 and data
security standards, they keep enduser data protected and keep Orion
out of scope for PCI.

LawPay is designed to protect against
commingling of operating and trust fund
accounts, as well as protect IOLTA accounts
from any third-party debiting.

All LawPay accounts come enabled
with our proprietary eCheck processing
feature. eCheck payments enjoy all the
same flexibility, security, and easy-to-use
features as card payment options.

For more information about Orion’s ePay™ powered by LawPay or other products visit
www.orionlaw.com

or email

info@orionlaw.com.

Orion ePay is a registered trademark of Orion Law Management Systems, Inc.
All other trademarks are the proper ty of their respective owners.
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